This paper analyses the market reaction to M&A in the banking sector, particularly interesting because of the higher complexity of corporate governance and the importance that the M&A activity has had in recent years in Europe, especially in Italy. In this research we perform an event study on the Italian market (in the period 1994-2003) with two main goals: first we observe if and when there is a positive value creation, and when private benefits of control represent one of the drivers of the operations; second we investigate the determinants of our results, looking at the characteristics of the banks, regulation, the role of minority shareholders and that of the Bank of Italy.
Introduction
This paper studies the reaction of the market to mergers and acquisition among publicly listed commercial banks, with the main goal of analysing the value creation that the market expects as a result of these operations; a second and subsequent important object of this study is to analyse the determinants of the results that we observe.
In the last ten years we witnessed in Italy a substantial increase in the Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) activity in the banking sector. A relevant part of that involved, either as a target or as a buyer, a listed company and, in relatively few cases, we observe both companies listed in the official stock market. The last case is particularly interesting and significant, because the banks were subjects to the market judgement on the value creation resulting from such operations, and on the possible value transfer between stockholders.
In these operations, we also observe that the price paid is usually significantly higher than the price previously observed on the market; this is true for the banking sector as it is in general, and that is because the price must be such that the stockholders of the target prefer to sell their stakes to the bidder than directly on the market (see Grossman, Hart, 1980) . The reasons for the buyer's willingness to pay such a higher price are typically attributed, in the literature, to the higher post-acquisition efficiency and synergistic gains, to the control premium and private benefits.
After one decade of such deals in the Italian banking sector, it is interesting to discover if these mergers were able to create benefit and value for the stakeholders, be they the buyer's, the target's, or not. Existing literature is mainly focused on the American context, and, even if in a limited number of cases, on the European one, but there are only a few contributes studying the Italian market. In this paper, then, we perform an event study applied to the M&A operations in the last decade involving Italian listed commercial banks.
Previous literature on the subject presentes contradictory results (see the next sections for a brief survey); we also have eterogeneity of results in our sample, then we decided to improve our understanding of the operations under study by concentrating on their characteristics going deep in the information we collected on each of them. We have then a limited sample (21 operations in the period [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] , exogenously bounded by the listing requirement we pose, but a broad set of information on it.
We attempted to apply different methodologies found in previous literature, that is combinations of models and hypotheses of the event study, but we find that these does not basically change the results; we conclude that previous studies concentrate too much on methodological issues, and maybe too little instead on a central variable of an event study, that is the event date. We have been able to identify three different event dates, that is the announcement date of the event, like most of the previous literature, the date when the final outcome becomes public knowledge, and most important the date of the first rumors; our results show that this date is better than the others in capturing market reaction to the information, but can not replace them, it is only complementary, in that captures another part of the market reaction.
Beyond the methodological issues, the principal results of the present research are in part confirming previous literature, and in part peculiar to our analysis. Among the first ones we have that: acquired banks present a positive performance, contrary to the acquiring ones; non voting shares are worse off compared with the voting ones, both bidders' and targets' ones; the presence of the Bank of Italy in the negotiations seems to indicate a problematic operation, consequently penalized by the market; finally, acquisitions showed to be value creating whereas mergers are not. Other results peculiar to our research regard: the analysis of pre/post change in take-over regulation in 1998, in the middle of our period of analysis; the effect of the size of the two merging institutions; the public offering versus the private deal; and the analysis of operations that did not eventually took place.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we will briefly review the main theoretical assumptions that can explain the opportunity to undertake such deals, specially in the banking industry, while in section 3 we will discuss the outcomes of previous empirical research; in section 4 we will describe the sample and the methodology, while section 5 will be entirely dedicated to the empirical investigation; section 6 is left for conclusions.
Theoretical determinants of M&A
In many cases, one firm chooses to grow by a merger or an acquisition because of the awareness that this way is the faster way to reach satisfactory size level to operate in some sectors; this is especially true in the banking sector, in which the growth through an internal path is particularly hard 1 . On the other hand, this external path also has its drawbacks: the most considerable threats come from the organizational integration as well as the merging of different procedures and corporate cultures. In other words, a deal is able to create value for the bidder and/or the target's shareholders if they can profit from the synergies resulting from the deal itself.
In the existing literature (e.g. Jensen and Ruback, 1984, Berkovitch and Narayanan, 1993) , the commonly recognised factors justifying M&A deals can be divided in two main groups: factors that are supposed to increase shareholder's wealth and those that are beneficial to the management only (private benefits). Within the first category we have the economies of scale and scope (see Boot, 2003 for a specific treatment of the banking sector case), the increase in market power (i.e. monopolistic advantage), and other motivations of speculative nature 2 .
The private benefits of control instead, particularly important in Italy 3 (see Zingales 1994) , are the dark side of the moon in the M&A deals, because can be responsible for a firm overbidding on a target, without having value creation objective.
With private benefits a firm could be paid more than due just because the new controlling shareholders believe they can extract higher private benefits than previous ones (see Grossman and Hart, 1980 , for further discussion).
A wide theoretical literature was interested in explaining why banks engage in merger activities, e.g. see Hawawini-Swary (1990) and Vander Vennet (1996) ; thus, the 1 In the literature, it is often pointed out that banks cannot quickly gain a considerable market share, mainly because the banking sector is almost mature (and so it can not satisfy a latent need without take over a market share of another bank) and because of the so-called relationship banking (entry barriers). See Ferretti et al. (2004) for further discussion on this point. 2 Like the achievement of tax benefits and the replacement of inefficient managers. 3 In Italian firms the private benefits could be particularly important because of the conflict between majority and minority shareholders (due to the pyramidal structures of groups and to the presence of nonvoting shares).
specificities of the banking industry have suggested some motives standing behind the decision to acquire another bank. For example, the recognition of the status of a bank "too big to fail" by the Central Bank could be an important achievement; in other words, banks have an incentive to grow with the awareness that they will be supported by the Central Bank in case of problems. Furthermore, globalization of the economy and integration of international financial markets impose banks (Italian ones in particular) to operate in the market with a critical size that could allow them to compete internationally (that could explain the merger between two big banks, see for example in
Italy the mergers which originated the two big groups San Paolo-IMI and Banca Intesa).
Finally, with regard to the specific case of Italian banks, an important role has been played so far by the Bank of Italy, the Central Bank, which often interferes with the decision and the opportunity of a deal.
During the last few years and in different contexts, the above motivations, such as the creation of value as a result of these deals, have being subjected to a great number of empirical investigations. The most relevant will be presented in the next section.
Empirical evidences on M&A deals in the banking sector
The creation of value as a result of an M&A deal is still an ongoing debate; however, this controversial issue has mainly been studied in the empirical literature using two distinct approaches: the first is that based on financial performances (from now on FP approach) of firms using accounting data, while the second uses the eventstudy methodology (in which also this study belongs).
The first approach tries to observe the creation of value looking at the efficiency of the firms involved in a deal; the general methodology used by these studies is to analyze changes in indicators of profitability (like Return on Equity) or cost ratios (like Cost/Income), or both, before and after a deal. The second approach is more standardized than the first one, and it is based on the analysis of the acquiring and/or target firms' stock returns by computing their abnormal performances after an event date that should represent the moment in which the market reacts to the information related to the operations of concentration.
Our choice to follow this second approach is mainly based on two considerations: first, the FP methodology presents the problem that company accounts used as data sources are less objective and not always available 4 ; second, because we want to investigate the value creation and the short term effects, for which the natural choice is the event study methodology.
The FP studies, however, are also interesting: to briefly overview them we remember Amel, Barnes, Panetta and Salleo (2004) ; reviewing these studies, the authors eventually find little variability among the north-American (in which they notice a little gain of efficiency) and the European results (in which they find higher gains, a result mainly driven by some mergers occurred between banks within the domestic market and with similar sizes) as far as efficiency gains are concerned 5 . Cavallo and Rossi (2001) , analysing the most recent European banking mergers, find, although in an opposite direction to the foregoing studies, a significant existence of economies of scale and scope apart from the firm size 6 .
On the other hand, the great majority of the event studies, in particular those focused on the American banking sector, eventually conclude that, on average, these deals were able to generate value, although there exist a transfer of wealth towards target's shareholders but often no significant gains for the bidder, see for example Amel et al (2004) and Rhoades (1994) reviews 7 .
Regarding the previous FP studies in the Italian M&A banking sector, they do not always reach univocal outcomes: Comana (1995) , regarding strictly banks mergers,
show positive effects on stability and profitability, but in other cases he cannot find any microeconomic advantages; Resti (1997) finds some improvements in efficiency in the 4 This is specially true in the short-run, which is also the period our analysis is often focused on. 5 In the literature on the effects of general M&A deals, it is often pointed out that the few cases of efficiency gains are obtained when the acquirer firms are small; see Gugler et al. (2003) for an analysis based on accounting data, and Moeller et al. (2004) for an event-study. Both of them find the same "size effect". 6 They used the specification of cost functions in order to catch the banks' efficiency improvement. 7 These studies get for the banking sector the same outcomes of other existing works referring to the overall market, see for example Bradley, Desai and Kim, 1988 , Asquith, 1983 and Jensen and Ruback 1983 years following the deal, also showing that a bidder buys a more efficient bank than itself instead of a bank that needs to be restructured. On the contrary, Focarelli, Panetta and Salleo (2002) , focusing on the period 1984-1996, eventually suggest that the targets are often characterised by high cost levels, deducing that the main motivation underlying the Italian M&A has to be found in the improvement of value of the target bank. Pesic (2003) , through an analysis of 6 main Italian banking deals 8 , concludes that improvement in efficiency can be observed with accounting data only in the long-run.
Regarding the event studies, on the contrary, Cybo-Ottone and Murgia (2000) Savona (2002) pointed out some speculative market reactions in the proximity of the announcement date, even if this reaction disappears in a wider event window.
Finally, it is necessary to mention an analysis by Resti and Siciliano (1999) , who used both the FP and event study methodology find on average, both a significant increase of value of the target banks, and an improvement in efficiency in the short run using target's accounting data 9 .
Despite the diversity and the variety of the outcomes, all the mentioned event studies have one thing in common: they choose as event date the announcement date of the deals, and we will show this can be a misleading choice.
8 A similar approach is followed by Rhoades (1998) , who considered 9 case studies in the banking sector during the early '90; his outcomes showed efficiency gains as a result of M&A deals. 9 Authors get an outcome reached also by Resti (1997) : bidding banks do not buy unefficient or relatively less efficient banks.
Sample and Methodology

The Sample
The last ten years, as we sad before, have been characterised by intensification in the M&A activity in the Italian banking industry; we can easily see this in Table 1 10 . on the other hand, in the last ten years, the M&A operations grew considerably (as shown by the data on Table 1 ).
The details of the banks in the sample are reported on Table 2 .a, and also reported are the three different event dates, the are being better defined in the following, and now we anticipate they are corresponding, respectively, to the rumors, t(0), the announcement, t(1), and the certainty of the final outcome, t(2).
European countries, Italy distinguished itself for the relative importance of banking M&A compared to other sectors. 11 The operations did not see only big banks buying small ones (see, for more details, Comana 2001a Comana , 2001b Comana and 2004 ; as a matter of fact, the results of these operations was mainly that of consolidating the competitive position of medium-sized banks. This result is also stressed by Gandolfi (2002) , who concludes that the competitiveness of the banking sector has been preserved, also with the intervention of the Italian Central Bank (Bank of Italy). 12 Also because the Italian market is still characterised by a limited development and the number of medium sized listed banks is scarce. 13 The relatively small number of cases in the dataset is due to the listing condition (as we said) imposed on both the buyer and the target bank of each operation; the sample dimension, in fact, is in line with other researches that used the same condition (i.e. Cybo-Ottone, Murgia, 2000). 
The Methodology
The analysis we are going to conduct on the constituted dataset will be a classic event study with the relative standard methodology. However, within this kind of analysis, there are many choices to be made by the researcher, which are somewhat subjective or related to the type of data we are dealing with. Our choice is then to preliminary compare the results from different possible methodologies, in order to capture the sensibility of the analysis's output to the type of analysis conducted.
A first important choice is that of how to calculate the abnormal returns (AR): as we know, the event studies usually consider the abnormal performance of some asset with respect to a presumed normal one; clearly, while the performance is an objective thing to measure, the normality for an asset behaviour is strongly dependent on the hypothesis we made. In the literature, the most frequent methods to correct the effective returns (measuring the performance) are with: 1) the market return; 2) the sector index return; 3) the market model expected return with beta calculated with respect to the market index; 4) the market model expected return with beta calculated with respect to the sector index.
In formula we can write:
In the last two cases, the output depends on the way the market model's parameters are estimated, particularly the beta: however, about this choice there is higher convergence in the literature, and the prevailing one is using daily data, in a period from 6 to 12 months before the first event window under study 14 . Consequently the choice adopted in the present research will be that of using a window of 6 months, [-150, -30] 15 days with respect to the first event date, t(0), better defined in the following.
It does not exist a method always preferred to the others, and the choice depends on the specific data we are dealing with. The In the end, as shown by Brown and Warner (1980) , the sensibility of results to the estimation method of AR is lower than expected 18 . In light of these considerations, we want to stress the fact that is maybe more important the choice of the event date or the event windows, rather than the estimation alternatives proposed in the literature, like that in Dodd and Warner (1983) 19 .
The last choice in an event study is that of the event windows to consider: first, then, it is necessary to determine the event date; second, we can proceed to define the event windows. At this regard, previous literature converges on the choice of short event windows (there are a few studies that try to analyse the long run effects, but usually they lose significance); the choice of the event date, instead, can be different and significantly affect the results we are going to measure, as we will see below.
Most of the event study researches on M&A choose the operation's official announcement as the event date 20 , while a minority chooses the date of final regulation and consequent transfer of the majority stake, and so somewhat the final outcome of the operation itself 21 . While we can presume that the results can be different with either choices, is probably more important to stress the fact that the market (as outlined but not solved in the previous empirical literature) begins to react to the M&A operations before the announcement, and namely to the rumors relating to the operations themselves.
In the present research, contrary to the previous literature on banks' M&A and on the market in general, we try to clarify what we would find if measuring the abnormal performances with respect also to the rumors' dates. For every single operation in our dataset, in fact, we searched the most important Italian financial newspaper, Il Sole 24
Ore, for leakages (rumors) relevant for our cases.
We have been able to determine three event dates for the operations in our sample:
18 In previous literature, in fact, great attention has been posed on the methodology to compute the AR. 19 Dodd and Warner (1983) propose a methodology to use AR data both in cross section and in time series, in order to increase the sample dimension and so the significance of the statistical tests. 20 See, among others, Cybo-Ottone and Murgia (2000), Baradwaj, Fraser and Furtado (1990) , Allen and Cebenoyan (1990) , Hawawini and Swary (1990), Ferretti (2000) . 21 See Resti and Siciliano (1999) , Cornett and De (1991) , Hawawini and Swary (1990) . t(0) = the day of the first rumors: represents the day before that of the first news on the newspaper that let understand the operation can take place; t(1) = the announcement day: that is the day before the news of the official decision by the buyer (or by both banks, if it is a friendly takeover); t(2) = the day the final outcome is official: that is the day in which the controlling stake changes hands or it is certain that the operation will never occur.
In our opinion, the choice of using all three event dates responds to the need of understanding what is the abnormal performance we are measuring: the results relative to t(1), for example, could be only a fraction of the total market reaction, that started after t(0); or the abnormal returns after t(2), could be only the bouncing back after the abnormal returns with respect to the two preceding event dates. Using different event dates will then let us understand if the previous researches have captured all the market reaction, or just a part of that and which one.
In Table 2 .b we can see how drastically the analysed period can change by choosing different event dates. In many cases, the largest window mostly utilized in this type of study ([t-30 ; t+30] ) would not include, choosing t(1) as event date, neither the end of the same window but referring to t(0)
22 . The point we would like to stress is that the choice of different event dates can lead to observe different results, at least partially because they are related to windows substantially different. In Table 2 .b we can also see the lags between t(2), a quite rare choice as we have seen, and t(1): it results that in 11 cases out of 21 the window [t(2)-30 ; t(2)+30] does not include at all t(1), and in the other cases the overlapping is only partial. Again, the results we are measuring, as we are going to see below, are necessarily influenced by the choice of the event date. we can see, in fact, as in 4 cases the period between t(0) and t(1) is bigger than 60 days, and in the majority of cases (14 out of 21) is bigger than 30 days (implying only a partial overlapping of the two windows). 23 Effective from the 1st of July 1998, the new provisions contained in the TUIF (d.lgs.58/98) substantially modifies the previous regulation. The TUIF introduced the mandatory Public Offering each time a raider rises his stake above 30% of total voting shares of a listed companies, and that the offering must be on all floating shares; moreover, TUIF defines a new method to compute the price of the public offering. Both measures were in the direction to protect outside shareholders that under the previous regulation were often excluded from cashing in the voting premium. 24 At this regard we interviewed Mr. Augusto Franchini who was a director of the Bank of Italy in the years we are studying, and so he was able to identify the operations started with the moral suasion intervention of the Central Bank itself.
A last peculiar aspect of the present empirical study is that it included non voting shares (from now on Rnc, that is the conventional Italian acronym), both of buyer and target banks (this way 10 stocks add to the dataset under examination); this let us study the performance for outsiders (non voting shareholders are by definition outsiders) in case of M&A operations, and check if they are penalized.
For example, if we consider the non voting shares of a buyer, a negative reaction could be interpreted as a bad economic valuation of the operation by the market, and if 
where as weights we used the market capitalisation (MV) of bidder and target in
This way it will be possible to observe the overall value creation of the single operations, with results not influenced and distorted by the difference in size between the buyer and target banks. 25 In the literature the Rnc discount is explained with the existence of private benefits of control (see Bigelli, 2003 , for a review of the literature on this issue), which are bigger where the minority shareholders are less protected, particularly in case of takeover (see among others Nenova, 2000, for an international comparison on this issue). 26 See, for example, Dick and Zingales (2004 
Empirical analysis and results
The value creation
In Table 3 we can find the general results from M&As, following the equation [5] for every single operation 27 . Looking at the data, we can say that we do not observe an overall value creation, given that the overall average gain in our sample amounts at a CAR of only 0,47%, statistically and economically not significant, in this confirming the results in Houston and Ryngaert (1994) In Table 3 we can also see that acquiring banks are often larger in size than the acquired ones, with a few exceptions; in the following analysis we will try to understand if the size can help explaining the results of operations of concentration.
Given the great variability of results in our sample, we could think that in general there was a redistribution of value among acquiring firms and shareholders of acquired 29 This is a simple mean of the operations' CARs; the result would be basically the same if we took the weighted average of single operations' CARs, choosing as weights the sum of the capitalisation of the two banks involved; in this case, in fact, we would also obtain a positive result of +1,73% but, like the original result, not significantly different from zero. The same is true for the two subsamples of acquiring and acquired banks, in fact, if we take the CARs weighted with the respective capitalisations, we would have that the performances of acquiring banks worsen substantially (-5.10%), while those of acquired banks does not change (+3.30%).
firms; in any case, given the presence of acquired banks with negative CARs and of acquiring banks with positive CARs, it seems necessary to investigate more the determinants of positive and negative results of the single operations, analysing for example the constituted dataset for subsamples (as we will do later).
The market reaction to rumors, announcement and conclusion of the M&A operations
The CARs of the banks in our sample are calculated starting from t(0)-30 of each operation, as defined above. Before analysing the CARs organized in the various chosen event windows, it is interesting to see graphically (see Fig. 1 ) how these behave as a whole starting from t(1)-30 30 for a period of one year, distinguishing by acquiring and acquired banks. That is, as we have seen, the mostly preferred event date in previous literature. 31 As we will see again later, banks' market capitalisations in the day before t(1)-30 have been used as weights to calculate the Value Weighted CARs.
Looking at the first part of the period considered (say from t(1)-30 to t(1)+30), it is evident that the performances of acquiring and acquired banks are quite different:
while the first ones obtained CARs not different from zero and more often negative, the acquired banks show positive and apparently significant CARs.
Moreover, these CARs are observable almost completely before the announcement day of the operations, t(1), and they remain as described above and not much intensify in the direction identified in the 30 days after t(1). This result is in line with what we have seen in the previous paragraph, which is that the announcement date is far after the date of the first rumors: if we want to capture all the "announcement effect" of an M&A on the market, we should analyse also the period preceding the announcement itself. All previous studies, in fact, move in this direction, using several event windows starting before t(1). However, what has been outlined in the previous paragraph is that very often the window t(1)-30 is not large enough to include t(0) and is not able to fully capture the market reaction to the rumors.
At this point is possible to argue that previous studies did not fully capture the market reaction (and then the valuation) to an M&A operation. On the other hand, we should also notice that the peculiarity of the Italian market could influence the anticipation of the rumors with respect to the announcement: in particular, potential reasons can be the information leakage due to the poor enforcement level of insider trading rules, and the peculiarity of the bank sector itself, where is frequent to observe that the M&A are somewhat driven by the Bank of Italy 32 (making more difficult to keep the secretness about the operation before the announcement, and also, as we will see, giving a signal on the economic situation of the acquired bank).
Observing the behaviour of the CARs after the window [t(1)-30; t(1)+30], we see
that the performance of the acquiring banks worsen (not immediately), but much more does that of acquired banks; this shows that first the shareholders of the target cash in the controlling premium, but after that, when the operation has been completed, the stocks' value bounce back to their previous value and eventually even below. We will come back to analyse this last issue when we will examine the overall value creation of the single operations, in the short as in the long run with respect of the last event date
we consider, that is t(2). Notice, however, that the number of banks of which we have the time series decreases 33 in the second half of the period considered, meaning that the commented results are less representative of the whole sample as the period of observation lengthen.
A second important aspect that we want to investigate is the different effect that the M&A operations can have on the voting or on the non voting (Rnc) shares. Figure 2 represents the same CARs of the Figure 1 but referred to the Rnc shares, again distinguishing by acquiring and acquired banks. What is immediately clear is that the results on average are worse than those referred to the voting shares ( Fig. 1) and with a clear negative trend following all the period considered. The Rnc shares of the acquired banks obtain a negative performance probably because often they are excluded from the public offerings on the voting shares, and after the completion of the operation they probably suffer the same lack of interest by the market of the voting shares; for what concerns the Rnc of the acquiring banks, they obtained a more negative result, and the reason this time must be found elsewhere:
a possible explanation is that the market believes that the real motivation for the acquisition is related to the private benefits rather than to the value creation 34 .
A last interesting remark is that, while in Figure 1 we have seen the CARs' direction clearly before the event date, t(1), in the case of Rnc the negative direction of the CARs is visible only after that same date; there may be several possible explanations: on one hand, it is possible that sometimes is difficult to infer if the Rnc are going to be included in the public offering or not, due to the fact that this is not mandatory; on the other hand, maybe the market needs more time to value the details of the acquisition to understand if and how important is the presence of private benefits among the determinants of the operation, and how much important is the effective value creation goal; a third simple explanation could be the illiquidity of these shares, that delays the market valuation's reflection on prices.
Turning back to the examination of the voting shares, in Examining more deeply the results in Table 4 , we first recognize that a common conclusion present in the literature is confirmed, that is that the M&A operations have an overall CAR not significantly different from zero; distinguishing by acquiring and acquired banks, again we find confirmation of another important general result present in the literature, that is that buyer banks obtain negative performances on average, whereas target banks obtain positive ones. Moreover, it is possible to notice that these results are more evident when the event windows is longer, showing how difficult is to correctly determine the moment in which the market react to the news (a moment that usually occurs substantially before the announcement day).
An important thing we can observe in Table 4 is that the above results remain true if we change event date and compute the CARs with respect to t(0), the day we have identified as that of the first rumors on the operations. Also in this case, in fact, the overall result is not clear and while the acquiring banks lose market value, the acquired ones gain. The results with respect to t(0) are more unambiguous if we consider longer windows and if we include the second half of the windows themselves 35 ; this proves also that the identification of the rumors' dates was quite accurate, in that most of times we can observe abnormal returns only after those dates (clearly related, then, to the operation that is about to be announced).
Summing up we have results in the same direction but referring to two different event dates, t(0) and t(1), and we have shown in Table 2 they can be quite distant from each other. We must then conclude that the overall market value creation (or destruction) of an M&A is not observable because is reflected in prices in different moments in time. Even if we assume that these moments are in fact t(0) and t(1), we can not measure the value creation just summing the two market reaction because of two reasons: t(1) follows t(0) of a period that is different for every observation, and the two moments can be very far-off from each other, making likely that other information are in the meantime incorporated into prices. Anyway, we proved an important result:
previous studies did not capture the overall effect, and actually they probably did not even choose the most correct event date. The results with respect to t(1) are partial, and could even be misleading, because thay can represent a bouncing back of abnormal returns following an overshooting subsequent to t(0). Finally, we have to conclude, given our results, that if we have to choose between t(0) and t(1), we should go for the first one, giving us stronger results.
A last group of results offered in Table 4 are those related to the case in which we use t(2) as event date, that is the moment when the final outcomes of the operations become clear (note that here are included also the operations that have a negative final outcome, that is that never took place): in this case, the acquiring banks do not seem to register particular effects, while the acquired ones show negative CARs, particularly if we consider windows including the "post event" period. This result follows what we have said before, in that the acquired banks register positive CAR until the shareholders still have to cash in the controlling premium offered with the public offering, while when that premium has been paid 36 the shares of the target quote without vote segment 37 .
Then, for what concerns the analysis on the market's judgement of value creation, we can exclude in the following the analysis of the event windows referred to t(2), because they are not comparable anymore with the situation preceding the announcement.
Eventually, we would like to draw the attention to the fact that the Value Weighted data have been computed and reported mainly in order to control for the possible distortion from outliers coming from small operations; at this regard, we can conclude that there are not substantial differences between the two types of CARs, and that the comment remain basically the same; even better, the differences between buyers and targets are more evident considering the VW CARs. moreover, for all the window considered, the comments we made are more evident in VW CAR, reported on the right hand side of the table. 36 Or it has been identified who is eligible to sell its stocks at a price including that premium, if in t (2) remains only the final payment, in cash (acquisition) or in stocks (merger). 37 As explained by Zingales (1994) and as it is observable in Table A .1 in the Appendix, referring to the Rnc shares.
The sensitivity of results to different methodologies
proved to best capture all the market reaction with respect to the announcement, to the rumors and to the operations' final outcome.
The first thing we note, examining the data in Table 5 , is that the choice of methodology does not affect substantially the results we have seen and commented so far: if the sign of CARs was not clear before, it is not clearer now observing the results of the alternative methodologies; even the performance (positive) of acquired and (negative) acquiring firms maintain the signs by changing the model used. [-30, 0] , t(1): [-30, 0] , t(2): [-30, 0] ; t(0): [-30, 30] , t(1): [-30, 30] , t(2): [-30, 30] . However, we can note a small but observable difference among the results of the four methodologies: when the sector index is used in place of the market one, the extra- 38 The four methodologies are those presented and explained above (see paragraph 4).
Methodology
performances of banks worsen, and this is more evident in the event windows computed with respect to the announcement, t(1), but it is still observable in those with respect to the rumors, t(0). The most likely explanation 39 , in our opinion, is based on the characteristics of the Italian market; due to the fact that this market was, in the years considered, relatively small and illiquid, and considering that the bank sector did not experience much M&A activity before the nineties, the announcement, but also the rumor, of such an operation was able to excite all the banking sector, then influencing the representative sector index; in this setting, the CARs of the banks involved in the operations end up to be "less abnormal", because they are compared with a normal return that is higher (the banking sector index return).
The same results but referred to the non voting shares are reported in Table A We remember that the value of non voting shares is a good indicator in M&A because they do not incorporate the voting premium, neither before nor after the operation. Table 6 illustrates the extra-performances (measured by the mean and the median of CARs) of the banks in our sample, divided in the subsamples described above. The presentation of both VW CAR and median CAR should represent two alternative methods to control for outliers values.
Bivariate analysis of M&A characteristics and regressions
First of all, as we have seen more than once so far, it is evident the difference between acquiring and acquired banks, where the first ones register on average negative CARs, while the second ones show, on average, positive CARs. The difference, regarding the means, is also significantly different in the two subsamples, while the medians' difference is smaller 40 ; this difference, anyway, is always economically 39 Explanation also proposed by Cybo-Ottone, Murgia (2000) . 40 With a p-value of about 1% for the means and of about 10% for the medians. what we said so far), while the contrary is true for VW CARs; this contradiction, however, disappear in the following line where we compare the voting and the non voting shares only of the same banks (that is dropping the observation of which we do not have Rnc shares). At this regard, it will be possible to improve our understanding when we will break down the problem distinguishing between buyers and targets banks. The subsample of operations with the intervention of the Bank of Italy does not seem to show a positive effect of the Central Bank intervention itself, and actually is possible to observe a negative effect, particularly when we deal with small banks (as we can deduce from the VW CARs, showing an effect not as negative as that of normal CAR); a possible explanation, beyond the judgement of the Bank of Italy's ability to choose the right partners for banks, could be the fact that the Central Bank more likely intervenes when the target bank is in a difficult situation, then releasing a strong signal that affects the market's previous valuation on the target bank 41 . This result as well will be revisited in the following by distinguishing between buyers and targets banks.
The same additional analysis will be required for the following subsample reported in Table 6 , that is that of the operations concluded with the transfer of the majority stake inside or outside the market; here, we can say that the first ones registered positive CARs, while the contrary is true for the second type of operations, then showing that in the first case the outsiders cashed in the controlling premium, while in the second case not (registering even negative CARs for the deceived expectations).
The subsamples Pre/Post Tuif does not seem to register any significant difference in performances, while those of the operations with a positive/negative final outcome seem to have better results for the last ones; a possible explanation here is that the failed operations were ex-ante judged unlikely, and so reacted more at the announcement (bouncing back to the starting point at t(2), when the final negative outcome has come out).
Looking then at the subsamples of small/big size banks, we notice that the results are similar, but it will be interesting, again, to see if and how this results will change if we distinguish between acquiring and acquired banks; this, as we are going to see in Table 7 , will let us understand which acquiring banks spend their money better, and which acquired banks present more potential to create value.
Finally, the subsamples of mergers/acquisitions show that the second ones, contrary to the first ones, create value on average; this result is in line with other previous works in the literature (Jensen and Ruback, 1983, and Berkovitch and Narayanan, 1993 , but not specifically referring to the banking sector) and demonstrate that: the firms buying with cash spend better their money, correctly valuing more than 41 Another explanation could be based on the consideration that when the Bank of Italy intervenes in the negotiations, the agreements are concluded often outside the market, implying that the controlling what they paid the firms they are acquiring, while the firms paying in stocks (as basically is the case of mergers) are sure to share the possible losses deriving from the operation. In the second case, then, it is more likely that the management is interested in private benefits rather than on the value creation from the merger. Table 7 , eventually, gives us the possibility to go deeper in the analysis with respect of what we did with Table 6 ; in Table 7 , in fact, they had reported the effects of the operations in the subsamples we have just seen, but contemporaneously distinguishing between acquiring and acquired banks. The way we did this was, as in Cybo-Ottone and Murgia (2000), by using two dummies at the same time for every single proposed regression: one for the acquiring/acquired bank, and the second representing one at the time the subsamples of Table 6 . At this point we are able to make some additional remarks commenting the results in Table 7 . First, in all the regressions we ran it is clear that the acquired banks register better performances than the acquiring ones (as we noticed more than once above), and almost always this difference is statistically and economically significant (looking at the premium is not paid to the outsider shareholders. 42 The significance of the dummy "size" does not increase if we use the simple CARs in place of the VW CARs, which could somewhat hide the size-effect.
coefficient, in fact, we can see that the buyer/target dummy captures on average about 7-8% of the difference in performances).
Beyond this general comment, it is possible to see the effects of the single subsamples, starting from the operations in which the Bank of Italy intervened as "deus ex machina": in this case it seems that, even controlling for buyer/target, the effect has been negative on market returns, to some extent both statistically and economically significant 43 .
For what concerns the subsamples of operations with positive/negative outcome and those occurred in/out the market, the results reflect and confirm those we have seen above (Table 6 ), even if not statistically significant (particularly for the second case). In the case of merger/acquisition operations, instead, the results strongly confirm that only the last ones create value; in this case, in fact, the result is statistically significant.
As for the dummy "Rnc" and "post Tuif", we observe that in the first case the Rnc shares register worse CARs than the voting shares, while in the second case the operations after Tuif introduction 44 seem to register worsened performances; in both case, however, the dummy coefficients are not statistically significant. For the case of Rnc, it is confirmed the result we have found before, while for the Tuif result, we can conclude that, net of the controlling premium (captured away by the buyer/target dummy) paid to the shareholders of the acquired firm, the buyer loses now more value than before the Tuif; the last consideration could let us think that the outsiders are more protected with the new rules, because the bidder is forced to pay more to obtain the control of the target bank.
The dummy "size" seems to show that when big banks are involved is more difficult to create value; otherwise, we could conjecture that smaller banks are more careful in pursuing the value creation purpose when they decide on M&A activities, while for bigger banks concur and are relevant motivations like private benefits or other managements' personal goals. Anyway, the size effect described is neither statistically 43 For the possible explanations refer to those offered in commenting Table 6 , where the result was qualitatively the same. 44 We would like to recall and stress the fact that the Tuif introduced new rules protecting outsider shareholder in case of mergers or acquisitions.
nor economically significant, so that the proposed explanations can be viewed just as hypotheses, but confirmed by previous works, like Moeller et al. (2004) .
In conclusion, it is worth to remember that the impossibility to give definitive answers to some of the questions coming out when studying the M&A operations in out dataset (particularly those from the results in Table 7 size commonly used in the event studies with respect to the chosen event date, would not even comprehend in many cases the alternative event dates proposed in the present research. In particular, we have seen that the results with respect to the announcement date are qualitatively the same than those with respect to the rumors, but these reinforce each other, because they are not the same ones; our claim then is that, if we have to choose between the rumors and the announcement as event date, we should choose, contrary to previous studies, the first one.
Turning to the effective results, we have seen that, using the announcement as the event date like most of previous works, overall the M&As did not show a significant value creation. However, confirming the frequent result in the literature of M&A, we have shown that the acquired banks register a positive performance, while the acquiring banks seem to register a negative performance; this result shows that there is a redistribution of value between acquiring banks and shareholders of the acquired banks.
The analysis of the Rnc shares let us check for the presence of private benefits of control among the motivations of the bids. The results have shown an overall negative reaction in market values for both the buyers' and the targets' Rnc shares, and this can be interpreted, following our argumentation, as acquiring banks' managements looking (also) at private benefits from control.
Finally, we broken down the analysis for subsamples and we got additional results, the most important of which are the following: the Central Bank's intervention does not seem to have a positive impact on the market; the operations "inside" the market registered positive CARs, and the contrary turned out to be for the "outside" ones (indicating that in the first case the outsiders cashed in the premium of control); the operations with a negative final outcome ended up with better results than those that effectively occurred. Finally, distinguishing between mergers and acquisitions, we observed that the second ones create on average value, while the first ones does not, a common result in the literature on M&A, but not always verified for the banking sector in particular.
From what we have seen, we can eventually conclude that the market believe in the possible value creation from M&A operations in the banking sector, but the presence of private benefits results in the bids' prices being too high; the consequence is that the value creation, if any, is beneficial to the targets' shareholders and for the buyers' managements. This claim is confirmed, as we have seen, by the results of the Rnc shares and by the subsample of mergers confronted with that of acquisitions.
In conclusion, the choice of enriching the analysis with the proposed extensions turned out to be useful and fruitful, because it has made it possible on one hand to capture the presence of a part of the market reaction the previous works was not able to do, and on the other hand to better appreciate the characteristics of the operations that can create value; we believe, then, that the methodological choices made in the present research could of some help and applicable for future researches studying the M&As, relating to any sector and to any international market. [-30, 0] , t(1): [-30, 0] , t(2): [-30, 0] ; t(0): [-30, 30] , t(1): [-30, 30] , t(2): [-30, 30] . 
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